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gaikwad invited scholars and experts to contribute to the book and, finally, he roped in a number of
eminent personalities. they include, besides gaikwad, dada saheb phulchandani (former president of
the akhil bhartiya bhasha itihas sanshodhak mandal), sh.ganga singh dabral, k.r.n.singh (former
president of the education society), dr charan pahwa, prof. s.k. kulshrestha, prof. parimal shanbhag,
prof. ram shinde, prof. g.mandal, prof. r.puram, prof. k.gopal rao, dr v.l.keshavlal, prof. a.shah, prof.
n.shinde, prof.a.sekar, prof. v.v. l.s.sriram, dr.kandhal, prof. b.reddy, prof.reddy, dr.b.satpute, dr.
m.sadagopan, prof. p.c.satpute, prof.vyas, prof.sarvate, prof.tamveed, prof.matyas, dr. h.j.fernandes,
prof.m.santosh, prof. c.p.saini, prof.d.satishchandhra, dr.kapur, dr.chandrashekar, dr.feringa, dr.
y.ganesan, dr.annaswamy, prof.subramaniam, prof.shaw. others include dr.dandekar, dr.venkatesan,
prof.saswata rao, prof.srinivasa rao, dr.sankara rao, dr.raju, dr.raja, dr.krishnamurthy, dr.sathyam,
dr.nagendra, dr.sarma, dr.sanjeewani, dr.bahadur, dr. j.shetty, dr.sivaraman, dr.g.ranganath,
dr.bharathi, dr.kaithapram. as editor, gaikwad has courteously taken the responsibility of providing a
comprehensive and comprehensive approach to dr ambedkars discourses as well as drafting a
chapter on the works of dr ambedkar. i have taken the liberty of omitting the summary of the whole
book as it seems to me that it is already available in many books and magazines. this is a
compilation of 16 articles on the personality development of women from birth through youth to old
age. there are four major studies on mother-daughter relations, father-daughter, father-son and wife-
husband relationships in which the author has tried to examine the problems which affect the
individual development, relationships, and family life. a masterly work of its kind. it has a very wide
and useful scope.
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mr mutahaddadi, the great grandfather, obtained some land and built a homestead. i was born to
him in the village of karad, the son of the name i was given by my mother. it was an old village and
people there were always honest. they had the reverence for the nizam, and none of them had ever

been to the temple. they were all sad for the defeat in the first war of independence. but in the
second war, they were brave. even the fair-skinned mutahaddadi lost most of his lands in the area,
and could not live in the same village even as the son of a chieftain. he decided to go back to his
village which was about 15 km from karad. people there, he said, looked ugly to him. he felt he

would have to leave his village if he continued to work in the same profession he worked in. he was
the only child, and could not face all those on finding out who was the raja of their village. he

therefore left for bombay to complete his education. one of his brothers had preceded him a decade
earlier and had settled in bombay, and his wife was born there. this book has tried to bring the

stories of the uchalyas, for which gaikwad himself travelled to maharashtra. he says dr ambedkar
himself had referred to the uchalyas as the most inferior people. the book has written separate

chapters for harijans, rajputs, madigas, patels, mushyas, mari eaters, pathans, bhumihars and anglo-
indians. it's a very interesting book that tries to touch on the various aspects of ambedkar's work

starting from his education and his quest for a university education. the caste ridden society he grew
up in india were one of the biggest obstacles for ambedkar's social reform work, and he has tried to

explain how the british government, the government of maharashtra, and the dalits have also
ignored the issues of the uchalyas. he has tried to place the issue of the uchalyas under the op amp
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